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MESSAGE
FROM THE PRESIDENT

C

ongratulations to the
St. Mary's University
Alumni Association which
is celebrating its 100th
anniversary. We also look
forward to our
sesquicentennial
celebration - beginning in
January - which marks 150
years of Marianist
education in San Antonio. St. Mary's
roots can be traced to 1852, when
Marianists arrived here to begin
educating the people of South Texas.
This past spring was exciting as we
honored the baseball team, coaches
and staff - champions all! I was
fortunate to attend the 2001 Division II
championship game in Montgomery
when our Rattlers won. I will always
treasure that moment.
We thank Dan White, vice
president for administration and
finance since 1981, for his service and
stewardship. We wish he and his
family a well-deserved retirement.
Charles Francis Hall, original home
of the Marianist student brothers and,
later, a student residence hall, is being
renovated. With completion due May
2002, the hall is being converted into
faculty offices and technology service
centers. Returning to the building are
the Health Center and department of
fine arts.
In partnership with the Office of
Undergraduate Admissions, the
University Advancement Division and
the Alumni Association, receptions
will be held in Dallas, Houston,
Laredo, Corpus Christi, McAllen, El
Paso and San Antonio. I look forward
to seeing our alumni, and to your
participation in our recruitment effort.

We'll also visit key
cities without chapters but where many alumni live
- such as San Francisco,
Mexico City and
Albuquerque. Too, we will
host a series of dialogue
dinners to discuss
St. Mary's vision. And, I'll
attend the Hispanic
Association of Colleges
and Universities meeting in Puerto
Rico this fall, where I hope to meet
more alumni.
With a new academic year comes
much to share with you. David
Manuel, Ph.D., will serve another year
as acting vice president for academics;
the search to fill that position begins
this fall. I am excited about the new
leadership on the St. Mary's Board of
Trustees: John Dewey as chairman;
Jack Biegler, vice chairman; and J.
Michael Belz, secretary. I look forward
to working with these dedicated
alumni, as well as with the other new
trustees.
The fall 2001 freshman class was
our second largest and the second class
to receive notebook computers as part
of their tuition. Technology-enhanced
classes supplement our personalized
teaching focus and can make students'
St . Mary's experience that much more
rewarding. I look forward to working
with them and with all our new and
returning students.
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From the Editor

e

News from Around the Grove

0

March on Montgomery - Rattlers Strike for D-11 Gold
by Pat Abernathey and Stephen Johnson, Ph.D.

�
Alumni Gym
The Walls Come Tumblin' Down
by Candace Kuebker
Remembering When
by Brother Paul Metzger, S.M. (B.A. 53)
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Good night, y muy buenas noches, Henry
by Candace Kuebker

Journey tcrthe"S'outhern Cue: A fulbrighter's Experience in Argentina

Cresl,js living the Marianist Spirit
by Rob Leibold

Class Notes

r
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Covers
On the front cover, a euphorc mtler team rushes the mound upon
clinching the NCAA Division II Baseball Championship in
Montgomery, Ala., in June. On the back cover, Head Coach Charlie Migl's
sons - Jason, 6, and Tyler, 11 - show support for "Dad" and their
Rattler spirit during the championship game.
i

In this issue you'll notice changes,
ones we hope you find pleasing and
that will evoke familiar and pleasant
memories of St. Mary's. For instance,
our contents page has a more
contemporary look, and "About This
Issue" has been dropped from the
page.
"Campus News" also has changed
and expanded to "News from Around
the Grove," a title we think is a bit
snappier yet emphasizes the flavor of
our campus.
This new "From the Editor" column
allows us flexibility to comment on
issues raised by you. We welcome
feedback on any topic. And, while we
hope it's positive, we understand there
may be topics you are uncomfortable
with and want to speak to.
For instance, the last issue
generated many positive comments,
mainly about the inauguration of
Charles. L. Cotrell, Ph.D.
Conversely, referring to the feature
"Cause or Contest - Presidential
Politics from the Inside," Robert C.
Upton, Ph.D. (B.A. 56), wrote, "I am
disappointed that Gold & Blue has
volunteered a pulpit for the Rev. Andy
Hernandez to offer his personal views
of President George W. Bush and the
Republican Party. ... I challenge Gold
& Blue as a publication for all alumni,
to present this or any other comments
that might reassure us old grads that
St. Mary's still teaches that creative
essays require a few facts."
We solicit stories from members of
our University community, including
and especially those with perspectives
based on personal experiences.
We don't include items simply to
give these writers a forum for their
opinions, but to share insights of world
happenings most of us aren't privy to.
We, like you, may not always agree on
their assessment, but as an institution
of higher education it is incumbent
upon us to elicit and explore many
viewpoints. We hope you find them
interesting, even if you don't agree
with them.
- Candace Kuebker
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NEWS

FROM A

GROVE

School Earns High Marks

The St. Mary'� School of Law
again has been ranked in Hispanic
Business magazine's Top 10 Law
Schools for Hispanic students. The
California-based magazine listed the
law school third in the country for a
second consecutive year.
St. Mary's has a demonstrated
commitment to bringing Hispanic
students into legal education and into
the profession, the magazine states.
Bill Piatt, dean and Ryan Professor of
Law, is one of only a few Hispanic law
deans in the United States. Nearly 40
percent of the law school's student
body is Hispanic, and each year
St. Mary's awards scholarships

Future Doctors Get Leg Up

specifically set aside for them.
St. Mary's also was named in the
Kaplan/Newsweek College Catalog
2002 for a second year in a row. High
school counselors surveyed from
around the country recommended
St. Mary's in the "best value" and
"academically challenging" categories.

■

■ SHORT SUBJECTS
Innsbruck Institute
Attracts O'Connor

ue (and Gold)
Plate Special
St. Mary's alumni living in Texas
can proudly display their Rattler
spirit in a new way. Through the
Department of Transportation,
St. Mary's is offering alumni the
chance to sport specialty license
plates. The plates cost $30 each
year (in addition to regular
automobile registration fees), $25
of which goes to St. Mary's for
student scholarships. For more
information, contact the Annual
Fund Office at (210) 436-3303.
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Associate U.S. Supreme
Court Justice Sandra Day
O'Connor was the visiting
distinguished jurist at the
St. Mary's Institute on
Warid Legal Problems in
Innsbruck, Austria, this
summer.
In its 16th year, the
program is designed for
law students who will
benefit from a broader
understanding of global
issues and the role law
can play in their peaceful
resolution.
O'Connor has served
on the Supreme Court
since 1981 when she
became its first female
member. She joins an
impressive list of jurists
who have taught at the
Institute, including Supreme Court
Associate Justices Antonin Scalia,
John Paul Stevens, Ruth Bader
Ginsburg and Chief Justice William
Rehnquist.

■

An agreement signed by St. Mary's
President Charles L. Cotrell, Ph.D.,
and University of Texas Health
Science Center at San Antonio
President Francisco Cigarroa, M.D.,
aims to help disadvantaged students
who want to be physicians get into
medical schools.
The Early Admissions Program is
geared to St. Mary's students who plan
to study pre-medicine. Selected high
school seniors spend six weeks taking
summer enrichment academic courses.
Five of these students then are picked
for the program by a committee of
faculty from both schools. They spend
each summer while in college
completing research and clinical
enrichment components.
With a minimum science grade
point average of 3.25 at the end of the
students' sophomore year, they will be
conditionally accepted to the
UTHSCSA Medical School. And,
those maintaining good grades and
performing well on medical school
entrance tests will be accepted
unconditionally after their junior year.
While the program is open to any
student accepted at St. Mary's, its main
goal is to
encourage
students
from the
Rio Grande
Valley to
return to
their
region as
practicing
physicians.

■
Law Students Compete

A team of St. Mary's law students
finished as one of the top 12 teams in
the nation in the National Appellate
Advocacy Moot Court Competition in
March. The team won the regional

competition in Houston, clearing the
way for the trip to nationals.
In June, a second team of law
students competed in the Texas Young
Lawyers Association Moot Court
Competition in Austin, held during the
State Bar of Texas convention. The
St. Mary's team won five consecutive
rounds during the competition,
finishing third in the state.

■

Alumni Rolls
Increase by 950

At the urging of Ray Suarez,
Washington-based senior
correspondent for "The
NewsHour with Jim
Lehrer" and keynote
speaker at St. Mary's
commencement
exercises May 12, the
710 undergraduate,
graduate and doctoral
students raised their
right hands and pledged
to "be brilliant."
Robert Rosow
(B.S.C. 45), pictured
above right, and Henry
Guerra (B.A. 40, see
story on page 12), both
former students,
University trustees, and
alumni association
presidents, received
honorary doctorate
degrees.
An honorary doctorate also was
given posthumously to Frederick A.
Thomas who died in June 2000
following brain surgery. The honor
student had completed 63 of the 78
semester hours required for a Ph.D. in
counseling.
On May 19, dual graduate Alma
Lopez (B.B.A. 65, J.D. 69), the first
Hispanic woman elected to the Texas
Fourth Court of Appeals, addressed
law graduates at the Bill Greehey
Arena in the Alumni Athletics &
Convocation Center. The juris doctor
was presented to 236 students while the
master-of-laws was awarded to another
six graduates.

www. s tmarytx. ed u
■
A Site for More Eyes

Now showing on your computer
screen is the new and improved
St. Mary's University Website,
www.stmarytx.edu. The more
comprehensive and user-friendly site
debuted in August.
In June, a full-time university web
manager/designer was hired at
St. Mary's. Tim Bowman's goal is to
develop a superior site where visitors
can find anything they want about
St. Mary's quickly and
easily.
Access to
information will be
uncomplicated because
there will be more
doors at the Website,
and the signs on those
doors will clearly
explain what's behind
them. Bowman also
will focus on making
the Website consistent
in look and readability.
Concise information
about the University
now is viewable a
mouse click or two
from the home page.
And, visitors to the
Website will find a
new visitor's information center,
frequently updated campus news, more
photo galleries and, in the future,
archive video.
The next time you surf the Internet,

be sure to visit the St. Mary's Website
at www.stmarytx.edu and share your
feedback with us at the "contact" link.

■

■ SPORTS CORNER
Softball Team Bows Out at
Regionals

The Lady Rattlers ended their
season, but not before appearing in the
South Central Regional Tournament in
Pueblo, Colo., the first time the
softball team had competed in NCAA
Division II regional play.
The Lady Rattlers (40-18) played in
the four-team, double elimination
tournament in May.
Entering the tournament as the
fourth seed, in their first game
St. Mary's beat No. 1 seed University
of Southern Colorado, 8-0. They lost to
No. 3 seed Eastern New Mexico
University, 1-8 in the second round.
The women rallied to beat No. 2
seed Mesa State College (Colo.), 3-1
before falling to the tournament
champion Eastern New Mexico
University Zias, 0-4.
Although six seniors graduated in
May, 10 players are returning, six of
them starters. Recruiting has been
good, and the coaching staff expects
another successful year for women's
softball.

■
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Thank You
■ GOOD DEEDS

College Bound Project
Gets Boost

In late June the San Antonio Area
Foundation awarded a $7,450 grant to
St. Mary's University's College Bound
Program. The St. Mary's Service
Learning Center facilitates the program
which promotes
higher
education to the
city's youth,
especially those
from
traditionally
underserved
areas.
The College
Bound Program
is staffed by
volunteer
students from
St. Mary's who
are assigned to
area elementary
and middle
schools. There
they work with
teachers and
administrators
to introduce the
concept and
benefits of
higher
education and
encourage
student
participants to
view education
as their path to
self-sufficiency
and success.
Pictured from the top: Brother William Hamm, S.M., Ph.D.,
shares photos and memories with St. Mary's alumni during a
reception at Southwest Research Institute (SwRI) in San
Antonio; St. Mary's President Charles L. Cotrell, Ph.D.,
presents a door prize to a SwRI employee; and St. Mary's
Trustee and SwRI President J. Dan Bates, plays host to many
of the 130-plus alumni who work at the Institute.
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■ NEWSMAKERS

The six-week program culminates
with a visit to St. Mary's campus
where participating students visit
classes and interact with the faculty
and students. More than 400 students
participate in the College Bound
Program each year.

New Trustees and
Officers Named

The USAA Foundation, A
Charitable Trust, recently awarded
St. Mary's University a grant for need
based and service learning
scholarships. Up to 20 students
enrolled in the School of Humanities
and Social Sciences who demonstrate a
financial need and/or a strong
commitment to community service
will receive scholarships this year.

John W. Dewey (B.B.A. 67),
advisory director of Lehman Brothers
in New York, has been elected
chairman of the
University's Board
of Trustees. Jack
Biegler (B.B.A. 67),
president of Ellison
Management LLC, is
vice chairman. They
will serve two-year
Dewey
terms ending June
2003.
Both men have
received the George
B. Kohnen Business
Leadership Award,
named for the first
dean of the
Biegler
St. Mary's School of
Business and
Administration,
Biegler in 1996 and
Dewey in 1999.
J. Michael Belz
A� (B.A. 75), president
� ... - and chief executive
Belz
officer of Catholic
Life Insurance, and Ruben M.
Escobedo (B.B.A. 60), certified public
accountant and sole proprietor of
Ruben Escobedo & Co., were elected
to two-year terms, with Belz appointed
secretary. Both have been honored
with the St. Mary's University Alumni
Association's Distinguished Alumnus
Award, Escobedo in 1976 and Belz in
2000.
The board of trustees also has
selected three new members from the
Society of Mary. Serving two-year
terms are: Brother William J.
Campbell, S.M., Ed.D.; the Rev.
Bernard J. Lee, S.M.; and the Rev.
John McGrath, S.M.

■

■

■
Scanlan Foundation
Moves St. Mary's Closer
to the Mark

The Houston-based Scanlan
Foundation has awarded a $75,000
matching grant to development efforts
for an Information Technology Center
on St. Mary's campus. The grant will
be used to encourage support in future
funding requests to corporations and
foundations.
The proposed center will generate
opportunities for residents, local
businesses, area schools and nonprofit
agencies by expanding and enhancing
information technology skills. The
community will have access to
information technology, as well as
training to apply that information to
meet their personal and professional
objectives.

■
More Scholarship
Opportunities for
St. Mary's Students

St. Mary's Big on Diplomacy

John M. Salazar has been assigned
by the U.S. Department of State to
St. Mary's as diplomat-in-residence
and visiting professor for the 20012002 academic year. Most recently he
was diplomat-in-residence at Tulane
University in New Orleans.
Salazar's wealth of experience in
international affairs will be a valuable
resource for St. Mary's faculty, staff
and especially students. He began his
international exploits in the 1960s, in
Honduras, as a Peace Corps. volunteer,
and worked for that organization for
many years in Honduras, Nicaragua
and Washington, D.C., where he was
country desk officer for Chile, Brazil
and Paraguay.

■

Novak Named International
Business Leader of the Year

For his
' commitment to
community service
and the development
of international
commerce in South
Texas, Michael J.
Novak (B.B.A. 75)
was chosen International Business
Leader of 2001 by the St. Mary's
Center for Global Business Studies.
Novak is founder and president of
CCI Telecom Inc., a construction
management firm specializing in
design-and-build construction services
for the telecommunications industry.
His clients include Fortune 500
companies throughout the United
States and Latin America.

■
Simpson Joins
Executive Team

David T. Simpson has joined the
St. Mary's community as vice
president for administration and
finance. To the job he brings more than
15 years of experience managing
finance, accounting, budgeting and
investments for higher education and
government institutions.
As vice president at St. Mary's,
Simpson will sit on the University's

executive council and work with the
St. Mary's Board of Trustees finance
and investment committees.
A San Antonio native, Simpson
earned his undergraduate and graduate
degrees at California State University
and American University, respectively.
He and his wife, Alicie, have four
children.

■
Marianist Jubilarians
Celebrate

Fifteen members of the Society of
Mary (Marianists) celebrated the
jubilee of their religious professions
and priestly ordinations with a Mass of
Thanksgiving on May 6.
The Jubilarians commemorating 60
years as Marianists in 2001 are:
Brother Charles Cummiskey, Ph.D.;
Brother Paul Goelz, Ph.D.; Brother
Herbert Janson (M.A. 65); Brother
James McCaffrey; Brother Joseph
O'Meara; Brother Daniel Sharpe; and
Brother Xavier Shultz (Pacific
Province).
Those men observing their 501h
anniversary as Marianists include:
Brother Arthur Dofing (M.A. 82); Rev.
Robert Hackel (B.A. 54); Brother
Norbert Karpfinger (B.A. 54); Rev.
Robert Lewandowski; and Rev. Joseph
Rasky. Also observing 50 years of
priestly ordination is Rev. Bernard
Meyer.
Those celebrating 25 years in the
Society of Mary are: Rev. Javier
Nugent (Peru) and Brother Michael
Sullivan.

■
Visiting Professor Lauded

Marcos & Negron LLP, a New
York City law firm which features
visiting law school clinical professor
Miguel Negron, is one of five
recipients of the 2001 American Bar
Association (ABA) Pro Bono Publico
Awards, given for providing free legal
services to the poor and disadvantaged.
Negron spent last year commuting
between his home in New York and
St. Mary's, where he is the supervising
attorney for the Immigration and
Human Rights Clinical Program. There

he has introduced his students to the
practice of law by representing indigent
clients in the trial or appeal of actual
cases. The ABA award, in part,
recognizes these contributions.

■
Piper Picks Professor

The Minnie Stevens Piper
Foundation of San Antonio picked
Bahman Rezaie, Ph.D., as a Piper
Professor for 2001. The chairman of
the engineering department is the 11th
member of the
St. Mary's faculty to
receive the prestigious
award.
Rezaie, who began
teaching at St. Mary's in
1983, was recognized by
the foundation for his
teaching and service to
academia.
Begun in 1958, the
Piper Professors Program
Awards are made annually
to 10 Texas college and university
professors for superior teaching.

■
President Bestows Awards

Thirteen students were honored with
the Presidential Award at the
St. Mary's Distinguished Leaders
Night in April.
President Charles L. Cotrell
acknowledged the students for their
service to society, participation in
student life and positive influence in
promoting St. Mary's spirit among
fellow students.
Those honored with 2001
Presidential Awards (and their
hometowns) are: Mark Bazin (Katy);
Marida Carmona (El Paso); Jacqueline
Jansky (Poth); Matthew Mangum
(Victoria); Patricia Mejia (Odem);
Nubia Perez and Monica Piquet
(Houston); and Jason Smola
(Carrollton).
From San Antonio, award recipients
are: Ryan Byrd, Lynn Chow, Carlos
Hernandez, Lawrence Scott II and
Nicholas Sisoian.

■
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on
Rattlers Strike for D-11 Gold
by Pat Abernathey, Media Relations
and Stephen Johnson Ph.D., Sports Information Director
,

H

ank Williams Sr. produced
a lot of hits and records in
his time.
It's fitting, then, that

Williams' hometown and final
resting place played host to
another hit machine and record
producer, the St. Mary's University
Rattler baseball team. In fact,
"01' Hank" had a great seat for
the games since his grave is just
beyond the left field fence
historic baseball
stadium in
Montgomery, Ala.,
where the NCAA
Division II
National Baseball
Tournament is played.
The Boys
from San Antonio

Under Williams' watch,
St. Mary's brought home its
first-ever NCAA national
championship by beating
Central Missouri State
University on June 2 in a
win that also marked the

first time a Catholic university
or Texas team has won the
title, and only the second time
in 34 years a private school
has taken the top trophy.
There are 293 Division II
teams in the country.
The championship capped
a magical week when the stars
were aligned perfectly,
prayers were answered,
players 'stepped up' and
everything was right in the
world of baseball and for the
boys from San Antonio.
What a ride it was for this Normally reserved Head Coach Charlie Migl (B.A. 78) can't hide his excitement fr:m
team of record-snapping
a standing-room-only crowd at the on-campus championship rally.
young men who could knock
the cover off the ball and sit
ball hard and found the holes all year."
you down swinging all in the same
Senior Jesse Gutierrez led the
game! The Rattlers even out-produced
offensive onslaught for the Rattlers on
Hank Sr. with seven school records
his way to winning tournament MVP
and 729 hits during the 2001 season.
honors. The first baseman/catcher
But those hits weren't music to the
went 4-for-4 in the championship
opposition's ears, especially when it
game with two homers and four RBIs
came to the national tournament.
to leave Central Missouri State with
Their NCAA appearance in
'
as Williams might say, cold, cold
Montgomery marked the first for the
hearts and tears in their beers.
Rattlers, who moved out of the
Paterson Field's center field wall
NAIA in 1999, and they
backs up to a large hill covered in
plowed through the
kudzu. There were so many St. Mary's
competition like the
home runs-13-hit into the leafy vine
Dixie Cannonball.
that local youngsters may be finding
"One through nine,
baseballs there for years to come.
those guys could tear
it up," St. Mary's Head
Move It On Over
Baseball Coach and
To win the national title, the
Rattlers played five games-two
against a veteran tournament team-and
amassed 53 runs on 74 hits.
St. Mary's advanced with a 3-0 win
over Kutztown State (Pa.) in the
first round.
Winning the
first

J■■ior secon --- J■stln .Jeuias
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game is important in a tournament,
Migl says, because winning teams get
more rest and their backs are not up
against the wall.
"We had never won the first game
in a national tournament," Migl says,
speaking of four NAIA World Series
appearances by the Rattlers. "All those
games were close, but we didn't win
them. I told the guys we needed that
first one."
Senior right fielder Brandon Bippert
says Migl was pacing the dugout
during the Kutztown game.
"Coach Migl was real uptight-he
wanted that win bad," Bippert says.
"We were more relaxed than he was.
Fernando (Tedefa) had all his stuff that
day. He carried us."
Tadefa, a junior, threw a complete
game, five-hit shutout. He had nine
strikeouts and let only one runner
reach scoring position. Shortstop Nick
Siljendahl went 3-4 with two RBIs.
In the second round, the Rattlers
stomped the University of
Massachusetts-Lowell 12-1, putting
St. Mary's in the driver's seat.
Gutierrez, senior outfielder O.J.
Garza and Tadefa all hit home runs.
Clayton Wentworth and Holden Stark
combined for a one hitter, with
Wentworth fanning seven in eight
innings and Stark striking out two of
the three batters he faced in the ninth.

Fun and Games

Assistant Coach John Maley
{CL 83), shows the championship
rally crowd the NCAA Division 11
National
' Tournament winning
trophy.

Southern hospitality at its finest
radiated throughout Montgomery,
where the championship tournament
played there for 17 years-has become
a citywide point of pride, and where
everyone knows about the teams
playing.
It wasn't all baseball, though.
Various civic organizations play host
to each tournament team and,
throughout their stay, the Rattlers were
hosted by the Montgomery Kiwanis
Club.
Club members provided St. Mary's
players with tickets to local events and
movies, fed them and hosted them at
the Kiwanis Banquet, where Migl was
the keynote speaker.
"I can't say enough about the
Kiwanis Club," Migl says. "They were
great. Anything we needed, they
helped us out. The hospitality was
great for the kids and for the rest of
us."
The Rattlers stumbled a bit in the
third round when Central Missouri
State edged the Snakes 11-10, keeping
their own title hopes alive. After losing

All-American senior outfielder O.J. Garza's .410 season
batting average helped the Rattlers to their No. I spot
in the NCAA Division II.
their first round game, the Mules were
winning their way back into
contention.

Settin' the World on Fire

The Rattlers saw the light and
picked up the pace.
Tadefa took the hill in St. Mary's
elimination game against Delta State
of Mississippi. A 48-minute rain delay
couldn't halt the Rattlers' bats as
Gutierrez led the way to a 17-4 win. A
third inning, run-saving catch by Garza
on a ball hammered into deep center
field "was the turning point of the
game," claims the Delta State coach.
The Statesmen were singing the
long gone lonesome blues after Nick
Pyka, Gutierrez (2), Tadefa, Siljendahl
and Bippert all homered for the
Snakes. Outfielder David Nelson and
Siljendahl were injured during the
game, Nelson requiring stitches.
Tadefa, pitching his second complete
game of the tournament, struck out 11.
"We thought we should have beaten
Central Missouri," Bippert says. "We
just wanted to get out there again and
play. I told Coach Migl that (after the
rain delay) we could come out flat or
we would be on fire" he says. And, on
fire they were, tallying 21 hits in the
trouncing.
The win put the Rattlers in a
rematch with Central Missouri State
and in position to play for their first
NCAA title.

Bully Bullpen and Big Sticks

It was an ominous beginning. In
front of 2,738 fans, St. Mary's
freshman pitcher Clayton Wentworth
hit or walked the first six batters. The
Mules were out to a 2-0 lead in the
first inning with no outs. Wentworth
then struck out the next three batters to
give the Rattlers a chance at bat. "He
was within one batter of coming out
that first inning," Migl chuckles.
"When Clayton struck that first guy

out, we knew he was going to settle
The Aftermath
down and go all the way,"says a
Nothing compares to bringing home
teammate. "We knew we could make
the trophy.
up the runs."
"A hug from your teammates after
Quickly, the Snakes pounded out
winning a championship feels like no
two runs in the bottom ofthe first to tie
other,"Bippert says. "The celebration
the score and added a third to put them
was everything you would expect."
ahead.
An enthusiastic crowd gathered at
In a post-game interview,
the airport in San Antonio June 4 to
Wentworth says he'd dreamed about
welcome the returning champions.
how hard it would be to get that first
And, later in the day, a standing-room
out. He ended up pitching a complete
only crowd gathered in the University
game, giving up only six hits and
Center for a championship rally. Every
striking out 11. Gutierrez added two
television station in San Antonio
more home runs, giving him six in the
covered the event along with radio and
five-game tournament. The Rattlers
newspaper reporters.
pounded out 16 hits, had six walks,
"It was so special,"Bippert says of
two batters were hit by pitches and one
the welcome. "We were not expecting
reached on an error, totaling 25 base
something so soon, or something so
runners.
1n that magnificent
win, St. Mary's played
with an injured
shortstop-turned-third
baseman (Siljendahl),
two injured outfielders
(Garza and Nelson) and a
freshman on the mound.
Four-fingered senior
catcher Joe Contreras he's missing the index
finger on his throwing
hand - pegged three
runners attempting to
steal.
The championship team, accompanied by University President Charles
St. Mary's never
looked back, and a wild Cotrell, traveled to the State Capitol via limousines to be honored by
Gov. Rick Perry and the Texas Legislature.
celebration began when
an elated Rattler team
mobbed the pitcher's mound.
big. It felt like such a community.
The title "is a great thing for the
Everyone was there, from the
school, something you look back on
groundskeepers to the president. I was
and just say 'We did it,' "Gutierrez
glad to be part ofSt. Mary's that day."
told USA Today. "This is one ofthe
And, as the strains of01' Hank's
biggest things that will ever happen to
"You Win Again"can be heard in the
any ofus."
collective minds ofbaseball fans
"It was a great feeling when I got
everywhere, the entire St. Mary's
married, a great feeling when we had
community let out a mighty
our three kids, and this is a really great
roar when the boys from San
feeling, too,"Migl adds.
Antonio brought the national
championship home.

■

Senior outfielder Brandon Bippert displays his
All-Tournament Team form against Central
Missouri State in the championship game.

•
The

Walls

Down

Corne
by Candace J. Kuebker

/n 1927 to commemorate its 75th
anniversary, St. Mary's-with
enthusiastic help from alumni-started
to raise funds to erect a gymnasium to
serve its 400 students.
Construction began in 1928, and the
planned building was hailed by The
Rattler "as the largest and finest in the
state, with the possible exception of
the A&M College structure at College
Station."
Alumni Gym caused quite a buzz in
San Antonio and on campus as plans
for the structure included electronic
scoreboards, clocks, a loudspeaker
system and permanent seating for
1,650.
The Great Depression halted
construction and Alumni Gym sat as a
shell for nearly nine years. During that
time it was used, among other things,
as a team dormitory and training
headquarters for the famous "Flying
Cadonas" trapeze act.
To keep a piece of Alumni Ciym forever, you can now order a
mounted commemorative brick for $50 through the Young
Alumni Chapter of San Antonio. Call the Alumni Relations
Office at (210) 436-3324 or (800) 699-9932 for
information and to place your order.
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In 1937, the alumni association
donated the $5,000 needed to complete
the $75,000 structure. Hence, the name
"Alumni Gym." On Feb. 22, 1938, the
building was finally dedicated, and the
first game played in the new facility
pitted the Rattlers against what was
hailed by the San Antonio Light as
"The World's Tallest Team" from
West Texas State Teacher's College.
For decades the gym was the home
of champions. Rattler volleyball teams
hung three Heart of Texas Conference
and two regional championship
banners on the wall.
Women's basketball, launched in
1968 in Alumni Gym, won three Big
State and two Heart of Texas
conference championships.
With many stops and starts since its
beginning in 1926, men's basketball
garnered six Heart of Texas and 21 Big
State conference championships, and
made eight NAIA National
Tournament appearances. In 1989, the
Rattlers added the NAIA National
Championship banner to Alumni Gym.
As completion of the Alumni
Athletics & Convocation Center
neared, President Charles L. Cotrell
announced that the gym would come
down.

"This was not an easy decision.
Alumni Gym holds many memories
for us," said Cotrell, thanking the
Marianists and alumni who built it. "It
has been our home for sports events,
dances, concerts, weddings, assemblies
and more for better than a half century.
As much as we would like to preserve
these memories by keeping the gym,
renovations would be extensive and
cost prohibitive." The Alumni
Athletics & Convocation Center was
built because Alumni Gym no longer
met the needs of St. Mary's students,
faculty and staff.
In 2000 the Rattler men's and
women's basketball teams played their
final games in Alumni Gym against
Texas Lutheran University and
Southwestern Baptist University on
Feb. 26 and Nov. 21, respectively.
Both teams won, as did the volleyball
team in its final game Nov. 8.
On June 25, 2001, 72 years after
construction began, the walls of
Alumni Gym came tumbling down,
leaving behind a collection of
memories that are woven into the
tapestry of St. Mary's history and
tradition.

■

Rememberzng

When

by Brother Paul Metzger, S.M. (B.A. 53)

he first time I walked into

Alumni Gym was 1951 when I arrived
at St. Mary's as a student brother.
Cows roamed in the vicinity, and San
Antonio was in the middle of a seven
year drought. Athletics Director
Brother Gene Gittinger would sit at the
gym entrance in the evening, enjoying
the strong breeze that blew across the
open fields. We joined him whenever
we could.
We brothers would play basketball
in the heat of the day, and watch
Brother Bill Siemer coach the Rattlers.
We enjoyed watching the games, and
also Brother Bill, who turned redder
and redder over the referees' calls.
Greg Crane (B.B.A. 55), at 6'5" or so,
was the tallest player. I remember a
big win at that time over Trinity
University, which was still located on
Cincinnati Avenue.
I returned to St. Mary's as a
professor in 1965 when Ed
Messbarger was coach. Some great
games occurred during the 1965-70
period, when arguably our finest
player, Doug Williams (B.B.A. 70),
electrified overflow crowds in Alumni
Gym. I remember the final playoff
game in 1970 against Stephen F.
Austin and their star, James Silas. The
Lumberjacks, ranked No. 1 and
undefeated, trailed most of the game
until Williams fouled out. Our No. 9ranked Rattlers lost by just a couple of
points.
Another memorable playoff game

was the first of the 1989 season. We
led most of the game, but the
St. Edward's University Hilltoppers
kept getting closer. With seconds left
on the clock and possession of the ball,
they launched a shot that would have
won the game. Luckily it rimmed out
of the basket, and St. Mary's went on
to win the national championship.
Over the years, countless
exceptional players have passed
through Alumni Gym-Gary
Tomaszewski, Ricky Hooker, Snake
LeGrand, Robert Reid, Henry James,
Leon Walls, Anthony Houston-to
name a few. With the development of
women's athletics, many fine
basketball and volleyball athletes have
added to the winning tradition of
Alumni Gym.
This building meant much more to
me than a venue for athletic contests.
Often my informal advising took place
there. Athletes and fans would
approach me to discuss courses,
student teaching and certification
while I was "hanging out" in the gym.
Social gatherings, especially
Booster Club parties, were special
moments after the many Rattler
victories, and they were a time and
place for commiserating after losses.
These post-game affairs were like
family time in the warm (literally and
emotionally) confines of Alumni Gym.
Our Marianist philosophy includes
building a strong sense of family spirit
and community. I believe Alumni
Gym was a place on campus where

that spirit flourished. I also believe
deep human and
spiritual values can be
taught through
athletics. At St. Mary's
I've seen that occur
often.
Alumni Gym had a
soul and a spirit-not
just a "rah rah" spirit,
but something much
deeper. If St. Mary's
remains true to its
meaning and basic
values, I believe that
same soul and spirit
will live on in the new
Alumni Athletics &
Convocation Center.
Brother Paul Metzger,
S.M., associate
professor, retired from
St. Mary's department
of teacher education in
May 2001 after 36
years of service. He
spent many years as
director of student
teaching, traveling throughout San
Antonio and outlying areas to monitor
progress, giving advice and providing
encouragement to students completing
their practice teaching requirement.
His love of St. Mary's athletics dates
back half a century and today he still
can be found at most competitions-all
sports!-on campus and many away
from home. ■
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V 0 I C E

Good night, y muy
buenas noches,

enry

by Candace J. Kuebker

Henry Guerra Jr. (B.A. 40), the
legendary broadcaster dubbed "The
Voice of San Antonio" for his unique
delivery and love of his hometown,
died July 1.
He broke ethnic barriers and
blazed new trails in his 50-year career
in radio and television. Speaking only
Spanish until he was six years old,
Guerra became one of South Texas'
best known English-language
broadcasters. He was the first Hispanic
announcer at a major English-language
radio station to use his own name and
San Antonio's first Hispanic television
announcer.
Guerra, student editor of The
Rattler, St. Mary's school paper was
putting together an issue when he was
recruited by his mother in 1939 for his
first broadcasting job. With ink
stained fingers, he arrived at a Pan
American Roundtable fashion show
fund-raiser to fill in for the announcer
who could not pronounce the names of
the Mexican costumes featured in the
show.
Guerra did such an excellent job
narrating, the general manager of
WOAI, who was in the audience, offered him a $35-a-week job at the
radio station. Guerra accepted with the
condition that it not interfere with his

St. Mary's classes and he be allowed to
use his Spanish surname.
Born in San Antonio, Guerra often
described himself as Italian-Mexican
and "100 percent Texan." His paternal
grandfather, Ramon, established what
would become the Angelus Funeral
Home. His mother, Elvira, and he ran
that family business after Ramon's
death in 1962, and Guerra remained
the public face of Angelus Funeral
Home even after its sale in 1994.
Educated by the Marianists, Guerra
attended St. Mary's Academy and
Central Catholic High School before
entering St. Mary's University, where
he received a degree in English. He
later served as the University's director
of development, but his ties to
St. Mary's didn't end there: he was
president of the St. Mary's Alumni
Association, a member of the Board of
Governors and Board of Trustees, and
was honored with St. Mary's
distinguished alumnus award.
A broadcast pioneer, he was San
Antonio's first television anchorman
on WOAI-TV (now KMOL) in 1949.
He later hosted "Controversy," a
weekly public affairs show on KONO
TV (now KSAT) and, on radio, a
business news show and a local history
series.

His love of history-of San Antonio
and Texas-was a lifelong calling
shared by his wife of 46 years, Mary
Ann Noonan Guerra. They were
leading voices in preserving the
Spanish Missions that gave San
Antonio its start. Their last book,
"Henry Guerra's San Antonio: A
Unique History and Pictorial Guide,"
was published in 1999. Together and
separately, they have chronicled San
Antonio's history while raising four
children.
Guerra's memory will live on. His
WOAI radio series, "13 Days of the
Fall of the Alamo," remains an integral
part of annual observances of the
Battle of the Alamo. That and his civic
involvement, which included
announcing several annual cultural
events, helped make him an oft
honored San Antonio icon. "The Voice
of San Antonio" and "Mr. San
Antonio" were two of his more popular
(and fitting) monikers.
After Guerra's funeral held in his
beloved San Fernando Cathedral,
Bexar County Judge Nelson Wolff
aptly stated, "Henry Guerra was not
only 'the voice of San Antonio,' he
was the heart and soul of it."
San Antonio's favorite patriot
would have liked that.

■

HIS LOVE OF HISTORY WAS A LIFELONG CALLING
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Journey to the Southern Cone:

A Fulbrighter's Experience in Argentina
by Gwendolyn Diaz, PhD., English Graduate Program Director

As I looked out the
window of the aircraft about
to land at Buenos Aires'
International Airport of
Ezeiza, my entire life flashed
before me: my childhood
years in Buenos Aires, the
move to Texas to go to
college, my pursuits as a
graduate student at the
University of Texas in Austin
and my career as an English
professor at St. Mary's
University.

After many years of study and
academia, I was returning to the
country that had once been my home,
Argentina, one of the most culturally
sophisticated, alas, now economically
crippled, countries in Latin America. I
had returned several times before, but
this time it wasn't just for a conference
or a visit, it was to live and work in
Buenos Aires. I had received a
Fulbright Award from the U.S. Senate,
which sponsored a lengthy stay to
teach at a local university and
undertake research for my next book
on Latin American literature.
Dual Purpose
The Fulbright experience has a dual
purpose: that of sharing with the
foreign country the American way of
life, knowledge and education and that
of bringing back to the United States
and one's home institution that
country's culture, knowledge and
education. With that in mind I chose to
teach in an institution comparable to
St. Mary's University, the Catholic
Santa Maria de los Buenos Aires, the
patroness of the capital city. Waiting
for me at the airport was the chairman
of the Literature Department, Professor
Teresa Giovacchini, who, after helping
me settle into my apartment, hailed a
cab and took me directly to the campus

of La Cat6lica (as it is known by the
portefios, natives of the port city of
Buenos Aires).
Sprawled along the banks of the
shimmering Rfo de la Plata (River of
Silver), the campus occupies three
massive red brick buildings that were
formerly warehouses of the river dock
and had recently been refurbished in
modern architectural style.
I met first with Father Julio
Mendez, dean of the School of
Humanities. A man of few but exact
words, I knew Father Mendez and I
would get along well when he smiled
and quietly said that he had visited
St. Mary's University and enjoyed his
stay there and his talks with President
Charles Cotrell.

Respecting Our Differences

Our second stop was at the
University's chapel to see the exquisite
statue of Santa Maria de los Buenos
Aires, which Giovacchini described
with reverence and admiration: "Her
colors are white and blue like the sea
and the foam, her emblems are the
cross and the ship."
Back at my apartment I sat before
my notebook computer pondering how
to approach my first lecture. The
seminar I was contracted to teach,
"Feminist Theory as Applied to Latin
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repression. She was the first to raise
American Literature," was requested
by the Literature Department and
questions and defend the military's
position. The discussion was a marvel
approved by the dean, so it was clear
of diplomacy, both on the part of the
that it was what they wanted.
However, I thought long and hard
author, who stood her ground as a
before planning each class, careful not
critic of the dictatorship and on the
part of the colonel's daughter, who
to offend either religious or cultural
defended the views of the military as
values. My seminar was composed of
necessary at the time. Energized by the
adjunct professors, graduate students
outcome of the
and a few professors
discussion,
we all
who wanted to sit in
As my stay in
adjourned to a
the class.
To my relief and
sidewalk cafe near
Argentina was coming to
the
river to celebrate
delight our
an
end,
I
realized
that
if
I
discussions on the
the end of the
course.
delicate topics of
had learned anything, it
On my last day at
feminism, where
significant cultural
was that the desire to learn, La Cat6lica I was
differences abound,
invited to lunch with
were dynamic,
Father Mendez, the
to understand each other
provocative and
dean. At that time
and to improve the world we exchanged gifts. I
highly instructive to
both the students and
presented him with a
we live in is common to us book titled
to myself. I learned
that, like my students all; that no matter what our "Outstanding
at St. Mary's, the
Women of the
Argentine students
Bible" and he gave
political, economic or
were eager to learn,
me a medal with the
cultural differences are, we logo of his university
bright and curious.
on one side and my
Perhaps unlike their
share one same world and name and title of the
American
counterparts, the
the hope to make it better. seminar on the other.
Argentine students
One Same World
understood their place within the
global society we live in, whereas
As my stay in Argentina was
American students are more focused
coming to an end, I realized that if I
had learned anything, it was that the
on being American, on their own
desire to learn, to understand each
specific local experience. Also
other and to improve the world we live
different were dress and manners.
in is common to us all; that no matter
Professors and students alike were
expected to dress professionally-no
what our political, economic or
shorts, no t-shirts-and always with a
cultural differences are, we share one
same world and the hope to make it
deferential sign of respect for each
better.
other.
On the flight back I glanced out the
Marvel of Diplomacy
window to watch as we flew over the
majestic peaks of the Andes
There was a moment of tension
Mountains. My experience in
toward the end of the semester, when I
Argentina had been good and at the
invited an Argentine author, Luisa
same time disturbing. It was no longer
Valenzuela, to read from her work in
the economically solvent country of
our class. Highly acclaimed as a writer,
opportunity I had known as a child. I
Valenzuela was also known for
recalled the hustle and bustle of the
opposing Argentina's military
city, the stress on the face of the
dictatorship of the seventies.
people who once were well off but
Unbeknownst to me, one of my older
were now facing unemployment; I
students was the daughter of a colonel
remembered the determination with
who was active at the time of the
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which my students studied, knowing
that their chances for work were
scarce.
I felt sadness for the economic
perils faced by these bright people
whose future was so uncertain. Yet
somewhere deep inside, I felt that in
time they would rise again, tall and
proud like the Andes.

St. Mary's English Professor Gwendolyn
Diaz, Ph.D., and La Catolica Professor
Teresa Giovacchini.
Gwendolyn J. Diaz, Ph.D., professor of
English and graduate literature
program director, specializes in Latin
American literature and has taught
international literature at St. Mary's
since 1985. As a Fulbright Scholar,
she spent four months in Argentina.
Diaz has written two books on
Argentine women novelists: "Pages of
Marta Lynch" and "The Word in
Question: The Narrative of Luisa
Valenzuela." Diaz also was a
Carnegie Mellon Fellow in 1989 and
has won the St. Mary's Alumni
Association's Distinguished Faculty
Award twice.for graduate teaching in
1995 and undergraduate teaching in
2000. She currently is preparing a
book of literary essays by American
Latino Writers and for four years has
co-directed the Hijas del Quinto Sol:
Studies in Latina identity and
Literature Conference held at St.
Mary's University. ■

The Marianist spirit has been
central to the lives of Tony and Mary
Anne Crosby for nearly as long as they
can remember.
That is especially true for Tony (CL
60), a third generation Crosby to attend
St. Mary's.
"The Marianists are a vital part of
our lives. From the time I can
remember anything, I have been
attending things at St. Mary's," Tony
says.
He was influenced by Marianist
brothers at Central Catholic High
School, several of whom later taught
him at St. Mary's.
"These wonderful people built the
foundation that's been most important
in my life. I've made friendships that
remain important today," Tony says.
Mary Anne (J.D. 65) agrees: "Our
affiliation with St. Mary's has
generated our closest friends. People
who attend there have a philosophy
and attitude toward life that we find to
be uplifting," she says, adding that
they still are in contact with many of
Tony's classmates and teachers.
The Crosby name long has been
associated with St. Mary's. Tony Sr.
helped found the Booster Club and led
the campaign to develop the Pecan
Grove into a gathering place.
"The pavilion was Dad's idea,"
Tony says. A plaque on the building
recognizes it as Crosby's Folly,
likening it to the purchase of Alaska in
1867, ridiculed then as Seward's Folly.
Both turned out to be good ideas.
In 1962 Tony took over the family
business, ABC Linen Inc., which he
sold 15 years later. To facilitate that
business, which had an office in
Laredo, he started the private West
Side Air Park. Almost inadvertently,
that business grew.
"It just blossomed," he says. "In
terms of landings and takeoffs, it
became the second busiest airport in
the city." Over the years, Tony had the
runway paved, added aircraft
maintenance, a flight school and
several hangars.
Meanwhile, Mary Anne, who
practiced law until their second son

was born, began teaching at St. Mary's
in 1980. She established the legal aid
clinic, the forerunner to today's
poverty law clinic. Most recently she
has taught accounting and financial
analysis for lawyers.
"I love teaching. It's a wonderful
forum for sharing ideas," she says.
With a degree in biology from Catholic
University, Mary Anne worked as a
biochemist at the Southwest

Foundation for Biomedical Research
while attending law school.
The Crosbys kept the airport
operational until 1985, when the
snowstorm of the century blanketed
San Antonio and Bexar County. "We
pulled out six planes just before the
hangar roofs collapsed," Tony says.
That event turned out to be
fortuitous. As the Crosbys were trying
to decide what to do with the airport,
the deal for the original Sea World site
fell through, and developers were
scrambling for land on the West Side.
"So I sold it and retired again,"
Tony says.
That's when they went into the
registered cattle breeding business.
They bought 200 acres next to the
Devine airport from Pete Morales
(B.B.A. 65) and started the Flying
Cross B ranch. They have another 900acre ranch in Utopia.

Crosbys
Living
the Marianist
Spirit
by Rob Leibold

Over the past 16 years, the ranch
has produced Simmental bulls and
heifers that are sold to ranchers who
use them to improve their stock.
"I've never worked so hard in my
life," Tony says. Only difficulty, Tony
says, is selling something with a name.
"Mary Anne falls in love with these
animals and names them. I want to sell
and she'll say 'you can't sell Betsy.' "
While they have been blessed
personally and in business all their
lives, their biggest accomplishment,
both say, are their three children:
Brian, Patrick and Kevin.
A lot of hard work and a foundation
molded by the Marianists are the
principles that Tony and Mary Anne
Crosby have lived by all their lives. ■
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OTES

CLAS

■ 1 965 Sister Es tella Ibarra, F.M.I.,

■

CL, San Antonio, is a representative for

1 942 Martin L.Duggan, B.A ., and

his wife Mae, have written a guide to
,
parenting, "Donneybrook: Looking at
Family Life Slap -

Happily

He is the longtime host of

Ever After . "

"Donneybrook, " a public affairs sho w on

St. Louis ' public tele vision station and
co - host of radio program "Beat the
Press. " The couple also host a radio
p r ogram, "Catholic St. Louis. "

50

wedding annive rsary May 5, 2001 ,

with their five c hi ldre n and seven

1950 Gus M. Wueste B . S. o f San
,
,
Antonio , and his wif e , Cecelia ,
celebrated thei r 50th wedding

■

■

1952 B rothe r Richa rd Dix S . M .
,
,
B.S. a St. Louis P r o vincia l Counci
,
l
membe r , attended the 32 nd Genera
l
Chapte r o f the Societ o f Ma r i n Rome
y
y
in Jul a s a delegate .
y
■

1954 Robe r t J . Flo res B.A. a
,
,
Rattle r basketbal l pla ye r , wa s named one

o f La r edo ' "Top 100 Athlete s o f the
s
[20th ] Centur " b y th e La redo Morning
y
Tim e s .
1955 B roth e r Je rom e Bomme r ,

S. M. , B. A. a S t . L oui s Pr o vincia
l
,
C ounci l membe r and St . Ma r y' s t ru stee ,
r

o f the

y o f Ma r y in Rom e in Jul
y a sa
dele g at e . R e v . Cha rle s Mille r , S. M.
,
S . T D. , B. A. , ha s bee n name d Recto r o
.
f
th e Pontifica l In stitut e Ratisbonne
/
Christian Cente r fo r J ewis h Studie s in
Jerusalem . H e wil l reor ganiz e the

academi c pro gram an d e stablis h soun
d
financia l footin g fo r th e In stitute .

Cha rle s L . Smith J. D. , Sa n Antonio ,
,
wa s chose n b y th e Texa s Ba r Foundation
t o rece i v e th e Lol a Wrigh t Foundation
A war d i n hono r o f hi s se r vic e in

ethic s i n Texas . H e
donate d hi s a wa r d stipen d t o S t. Ma r y' s
g

le ga

l

Schoo l o f L a w fo r stude n t pro grams .

1 956 Othoniel "Tony " Armendariz,
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a second three- year term.

J. D., San Antonio, was nominated by
President George W. Bush to serve

■

Labor Relations Authority. He completed

College. Nelson W. Wolff, B.B.A., J.D .,
who served as San Antonio mayor from

an eight- year term on the labor

authority

under fo rmer P resident Bush. Rev. A lvin

McMenamy, S .M ., B.A., San Anton io,
is a rep resentative for the Marianist

B.

St. Mary 's University and San Antonio

1991 to 1995, has been named Bexar

County Judge. Thelma Yates, B.A . , has
reti red from the San Antonio

■

A . the St. Louis Pr ovincia and
,
l
St. Ma ry 's Chancello r , attended the 32 nd

Genera l Chapte r o f the Society o f Mary

■

1 966 Linda Marie Pinson, B.A ., is

an adjunct English instructor at

r

Independent School District afte 34
years of teaching.

1957 Rev. Timothy Dwye r, S .M .,

1967 Emmett Gonzalez, M.D. , B.A.,

a res ident of Roseville, Calif ., who

p racticed obstetrics and gynecology unti
l
Augus t 2000 , is a public health medica
l
officer with the Maternal Child Health
Branch of the Departmen t of Health
Se rvices for the state .

1958 Johnny N . Cavazos , B.A. ,

Br own sville , has been appointed by the

■

three -year term on it s Ad viso ry Counci
l
o f Smal l Busines s and Ag riculture .

Bid Committee . James W . "Bil " Blagg ,

1968 David W . Biegler , B.S. , is
chairman o f the Dallas 20 12 Olympics

Fede ra l Rese r ve Ban k o f Dallas to a

■

l

B .A . , J.D . 72 , U.S . Attorney fo r the
f

Western Distric t o Texa s fo r the pas

1959 Jame s L . Diete rle , B. B.A. ,

o rdained a s a deacon fo r the Diocese o
Fresno la s t No vembe r , i s assigned to

fi ve years , has been named special

t

assistan t to the Bexar County district
f
atto rney . Richard J . Clarkson , J.D. , o

f

St . Anne ' s Parish in Po rte r v i ll e , Cali f .

Beaumont , recei ved the Dan Pric e Award
from the Texa s Ba r Foundation . The

award i s p resented to a practicing
■

attorne y in re cognition o f commitmen t to

1960 Frank A . Bennack Jr. , CL ,

client s and to th e lega l pro f ession a s a

We ston , Conn. , i s a membe r o f the
ad vi so r

y

voluntee r and leg a l writer . Hi s award

board fo r th e Declaration o

Independenc e Road

Trip ,

stipend wa s donated to S t. Mary ' s Schoo

f
a nonpartisan

pr oj e c t tha t wil l tak e an origina l cop
tha t documen t on a three- yea r cros s 

y

o

o f Law fo r scholarship s .

f

count r y tour . Geo rg e H . He rbst , B. A. ,
vic e presiden t an d treasure r a t Rollin s

Colle g e , i s chairma n o f th e Winte r Park ,
Fla. , Cham be r o f Com merce . Cha rle s J .

Ju rek , B.A. , ha s retire d afte r 3 9 year s o
f
ir
se r vi c e from th e Sa n Antoni o A

Lo gistic

s

i

Cente r a t Kell y A r Forc e Base ,

wher e h e wa s chie f o f th e Sup por

Eq uipme n t Program Managemen t
Divisio n .

■ 1 964 Re v

. W . Greg

/.1 1raJi11m i n li. • ru Hl t 11 wt h a• �· tJ u• �uu r id, •11 11µi,

g

t

L

t

l

■

1969 J . Sand y Freel s Jr . , J.D. ,
Deni son , ha s been name d Bos s o f the
Yea r 20 0 1 b y th e Nort

h

Texa s Lega

Association . Rinald o J . Gonzalez ,

l

B.B .A. , on e o f 1,40 0 Cuba n exile s who
participate d i n th e 19 6 1 invasio n o
f
Cuba , spok e t o th e Sa n Antonio
Breakfas t Cl u b o n th e 4 0t h anniversary
o f th e Ba y o f Pig s invasion . Samue l
Idrogo , M.B.A. , i s voluntee r boar d o

Elliott , CL , ha s

bee n name d pasto r o f Sacre d Hear
Paris h i n Miam ,i Okla .

\ ,, ,, .

reappointed to the Provincial Council for

in Rome in July as a delegate .

anni ve rsar Ap ri 7 , 200 1.
l
y

enhancin

Marianists. She also has been

directors of Advanced Technology Inc.

Southwest Reg ion for the Lay
Marianists .

■

Societ

Midwest/Southwest Region for the Lay

Calif ., has been named to the board of

■

attended th e 3 2nd Genera l Cha pte

the Marianist Family Council of the

., of Los Altos,

Family Council of the Midwest/

g randchildren at San Antonio 's Holy
Spi r it Catholic Church .

■

S

another term as a member of the Federal

■ 1 949 Waldo E. Ximenex, J. D ., and
h is wife Mary Louise celeb rated thei
,
,
r
th

Alfred J. Stein, B.

f
i
director s cha rma n o f th e San Antonio
Federa l Credi t Unio n an d rac e directo r o f
th e San Antoni o Marathon -Marat ho n o f
th e Americas . Siste r L aVo n Kampf ,

F.M.I., B.A., of San Antonio, has been

to the Provincial Council for
a second three-year term.

Robert A. Mazzoni, J.D., has been
named to the Lackawanna County Court
of Common Pleas, 45 th Judicial District,
in Scranton, Pa.

■ 1970 John W. Petry, J.D., has been

director

reappointed

named a shareholder in the Carrizo
Springs office of Langley & Banack Inc.

■ 1971 J. Robert Brown, J.D.,
chairman and president of Desert Eagle
Distributing Co. of El Paso, has been
named chairman of the Texas Tech
University System Board of Regents.
Rev. Michael J. Roulette, B.A., pastor
of Notre Dame parish in Kerrville,
celebrated the 25 th anniversary of his
ordination on March 18, 2001. Cathy J.
Patterson Vaupel, B.S., has retired from
Fowlerville Community Schools in
Michigan to travel with her husband,
Hank, and to volunteer work in her
community.
■ 1972 Praxedez C. De La Rosa,

B.B.A., has been sworn in as the 23 rd

president of the Edgewood Lions Club of
San Antonio. Estevan T. Flores, Ph.D.,
B.A., executive director of the Latino/a
Research and Policy Center at the
University of Colorado-Denver, has been
appointed to the Advisory Committee on
Minority Health, which advises Health
and Human Service Secretary Tommy G.
Thompson on ways to improve the health
of racial and ethnic minority populations.

■ 1973 David J. LaBrec, J.D., a
partner with the Dallas law firm of
Strasburger & Price LLP, has been
elected Texas representative of the
Defense Research Institu te, the nation's
largest association of civil litigation
defense lawyers. Richard L. Manske,
J.D., along with his wife, Peggy, has
formed the law firm of Manske, Manske,
Torrey & Morgan in El Campo. Alice M.
Montalvo, B.A., San Antonio, has been
promoted to Northeastern United States
regional sales associate for Harcourt
Educational Measurement. Sister
Gretchen Trautman, F.M.I., B.A., a
St. Mary's trustee and principal of San
Antonio's Holy Rosary Catholic School,
is a representative for the Marianist
Family Council of the Midwest/
Southwest Region for the Lay
Marianists.
■ 1974 Howard G. Baldwin Jr., J.D.,

deputy

attorney general for child support
since January 1999, has been named first
assistant attorney general by the Texas
attorney general. He lives in Austin.

■ 1975 George Coronado, B.A.,

of public safety at Bryan t
College in Smithfield, R.I., has been
named a 2001 Bryant Community Spirit
Award recipient, given annually to
employees who go above and beyond the
call of duty.

■ 1976 Sylvia Hinojosa Custer,

D.D.S., B.A., an Austin dentist, and her
husband,

Gilbert, celebrated their 20th
wedding anniversary. Larry J. Klekar,
B.B.A., of San Antonio, has been
promoted to manager of the Systems
Divisions of Munters Corp., an air
treatment equipment manufacturer, and
will be based in Fort Myers, Fla. David
S. Pennella, J.D., of Brookside, N.J., has
been sworn in as president of the 1,200member Morris County Bar Association.
Wilburn G. Tanner, B.A., has
celebrated five years as pastor of Pilgrim
Baptist Church in Lubbock.

■ 1977 Mary Pat (Majors) Grafstein,

B.B.A., a business education teacher at

Smithtown High School (N.Y.),
completed a master's degree in secondary
education. J. Alex Huddleston, J.D., is
an attorney with Holland & Knight LLP
in San Antonio.

■ 1978 Laurence A. Canter, J.D., of

Healdsburg, Calif, has had the eighth
edition of his book, "U.S. Immigration
Made Easy," released by publisher Nob
Press. Celso I. Martinez, B.A., M.A. 91,
of Plano, has been named director of
communication strategy in the U.S. for
Ericsson Inc. Martin H. Zolkoski,
B.B.A., who joined the Lewis Energy
Group as managing vice president of
pipeline operations, will manage all
commercial and operational duties of the
group's Cerrito Pipeline Co.

■ 1979 Peter E. Hosey, J.D., has joined

the

San Antonio law office of Jackson
Walker LLP.

■ 1980 Elena Gutierrez Bender, B.A.,
is president of River City Cellular in San
Antonio. Debra A. De La Garza, B.A.,
is a management assistant at Fort Sam
Houston Army Post in San Antonio.
Gloria Giron-Rangel, B.A., San
Antonio, has earned a master's degree in
education administration from Texas

The redesigned St. Mary's University Web site, unveiled
in August, is now more user- and reader-friendly. The
contemporary design can be easily navigated and
understood. For your own personal tour of our site, click
on www.stmarytx.edu.

A&M University-Kingsville. George L.
"Mouse" Harris, B.B.A., after 25 years
of service as a pharmaceutical sales
representative with Abbott Labs, earned
an associate's degree in mortuary
science from San Antonio College. He
and his wife, Ella, have opened Harris
Family Mortuary in Gonzales.

■ 1981 Angelos G. Angelou, M.A., is
owner and chief executive officer of
AngelouEconomics, an Austin-based
economic development consulting firm
focused on the needs of technology
driven firms and communities seeking to
recruit, retain an d nurture them. Joseph
C. Cascarelli, J.D., of Philadelphia, Pa.,
passed the National Association of
Securities Dealers Series 7 stockbrokers
and Series 24 general securities and
principal licenses. Two of his articles
have appeared in the Journal of Financial
Service Professionals and Investment
Advisor Magazine. Gerry D. Lozano,
J.D., has joined the San Antonio law
office of Strasburger & Price LLP as a
partner. M. Colleen McHugh, J.D.,
Corpus Christi, has been appointed
chairwoman of the Public Safety
Commission by Texas Gov. Rick Perry.
Rev. Leo Joseph O'Keeffe, SP, has
been transferred from Fort Richardson,
Alaska, where he served as Army
Command staff chaplain, to Fort
Benning, Ga., where he will be Catholic
pastor for the post. Lisa A. Vance, J.D.,
has opened a private law practice in San
Antonio.
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■ 1982 Lawrence J. Krema, B.A., of
Chicago, Ill., has been appointed senior
vice president - human resources at
Chicago-based Equity Office Properties
Trust Co., the nation's largest publicly
held office building owner and manager.
Corinne Vela-Zapata, B.B.A., has been
named director for business services at
the University of Texas at San Antonio.
■ 1983 Edmund Cavazos III, B.A., has
been selected to the National Task Force
on Juvenile Sexual Offending, and is the
first physician in the nation to be
certified as a juvenile sex offender

counselor. He has been promoted to
corporate medical director for Child
Comprehensive Services based in
Nashville, Tenn. Robert L. "Lee" Mays
Jr., J.D., of San Antonio, has had his
article, "Patent No. 6,035,321-0pening
the Door to Software Product Liability
Exposure," published in the spring 2001
issue of Stanford University's Journal of
Law, Business and Finance. The article is
posted on his website, www.rlmays.com

Louis A. Menchaca, Ph.D., B.A.,

professor of music at Concordia
University-Wisconsin in Mequon, has
been named the 2001 recipient of the

Michelle Espino
Espino Just Misses Mark
on NBC's 'Weakest Unk"
Most of us never appear on national
television. Those who do get that 15
minutes or so of fame hope to make the
most of it.
Michelle Espino (B.A. 96) got her
shot at celebrity last spring when she
tried out and was chosen to be on
NBC's "Weakest Link," one of
television's hottest game shows.
As an international relations student,
Espino was involved in many
St. Mary's activities - the University
Programming Council (UPC), Student
Government Association, Orientation,
Emerging Leaders - which helped
persuade her to pursue a master's in
college student personnel. She got her
M.A. from Bowling Green State
University in 1998.
In her job as coordinator of student
programs at Southern Methodist
University, she uses much of what she
learned at St. Mary's on a daily basis.
Dean of Students Karen Johnson,
Associate Dean Rosalind Alderman and
University Center Director and UPC
Adviser Hector Gonzalez most
influenced her career goals, Espino
says.
She became a contestant on the game
show hosted by Anne Robinson, the
rudest woman on TV (according to TV
Guide readers, and Espino concurs),
when she went to tryouts in Dallas. One
of the questions asked was what she
would do if she won $1 million.
"I said I'd give a large portion of it
to my family, create a college fund for
my nephew and pay off school loans,"

Espino says. Just before Easter, she
joined 13 others to determine the eight
who would appear on the show. She was
the last woman picked.
During the taping, she did very well,
and made it to the finals. Two people
left, $97,500 up for grabs.
Then the heartbreak. "I lost," Espino
says, "and I didn't loose graciously. I
cried on national TV. I could not stop
crying. It was a simple question, and I
knew the answer."
Nevertheless, she says, it was worth
it. "At least I got to have that
experience." And she was happy for the
man who won. "He had a family and
they just had a baby, so it was just meant
to be."
Instant riches weren't meant to be for
Espino but she says she's grateful for the
education and leadership skills she
received at St. Mary's.
"I really owe everything about my
career growth to St. Mary's," Espino
says.

■

Ronald Berg Faculty Laureate Award,
named in memory of a longtime
Concordia professor.
■ 1984 Juan J. Cedillo, B.A., lives in
Pharr and is project/grant coordinator at
the Rio Grande Valley Empowerment
Zone Corp. in Mercedes. Vicki L.
Crank, B.A., of Elmendorf, is teaching
theater arts, speech and debate in the
Pleasanton Independent School District.
Richard Gaillardetz, Ph.D., M.A., has
had his book, "Transforming Our Days:
Spirituality, Community and Liturgy in a
Technological Culture," published. He
has been named to the Margaret and
Thomas Murray and James J. Bacik
Endowed Chair in Catholic Studies at the
University of Toledo in Ohio. Sandra
Schuck Garant, B.A., a freelance
religion writer living in Pearland, has
written "The Virtue Tree," a book on
Marianist spirituality for children, and is
designing a Catholic children's retreat for
Catholic Heritage Curricula. Daniel M.
Gonzalez, B.A., of Carrizo Springs, has
joined the law firm of Langley & Banack
Inc., as an associate. Travis Joseph
Hestilow, B.S., an engineer at Syracuse
Research Corp. in San Antonio, had an
article, "Simple Formulas for the
Calculation of the Average Physical
Optics RCS of a Cylinder and a Flat Plate
Over a Symmetric Window Around
Broadside," published in the October
2000 issue of IEEE Antennas &
Propagation magazine.

■ 1985 Melchor M. Boone, M.D.,

B.A., formerly assistant professor in the

department of obstetrics and gynecology
at Texas Tech University's School of
Medicine in Lubbock, has joined
Associates in Obstetrics and Gynecology
in Bedford. Arthur G. Carvajal, B.A., is
senior legal editor at Dearborn Financial
Publishing in Chicago, Ill. Les Katona,
J.D., of San Antonio, is a shareholder
with the law firm of Plunkett & Gibson
Inc. William J. Kelly, J.D., has been
elected to the District I seat of the
Corpus Christi City Council. Laura

Manupelli Lifshutz, M.A., Ph.D. 2000,

San Antonio, has opened a
psychotherapy practice, Alamo Heights
Marriage & Family Therapy Center.

■

1986 Sam G. Griffith, J.D., has been
elected justice of the Texas 12th Court of
Appeals in Tyler. Andrew J. Hill, B.A.,
has been appointed associate director of
service learning at St. Mary's University.

Mary Lynne Gasaway Hill, Ph.D.,
B.A., M.A. 91, assistant professor of

English at St. Mary's University, has

been awarded a University Research
Grant by the St. Mary's Faculty
Development Committee. It will support
her research on the Civil War-era diary
of Sallie McNeil!. Alfred F. Lopez,
B.A., is an academic adviser in the
Tomas Rivera Center for Student
Success at the University of Texas at San
Antonio. Lisa Lopez, B.A., is chief
counsel for the Small Business
Administration-Disaster Assistance
Agency in Fort Worth. Jeffrey C.
Manske, J.D., has been named U.S.
magistrate judge in Waco by the U.S.
district judges of the federal Western
District of Texas. Susan L. Stone, J.D.,
has opened a private law practice in San
Antonio, focusing on employment
related litigation. Ruben J. Trevino,
B.B.A., has been named director of sales
for North America for Temple-based
bizfinders.com, a subsidiary of
CommunicateNow.com Inc.

■ 1987 David S. Goldberg, J.D., has

been promoted to vice president of law at
RadioShack Corp. in Fort Worth, where
he will be responsible for the day-to-day
operations of the company's legal
department. Velma Schmidt, B.A., of
Edinburg, is a representative for the
Marianist Family Council of the
Midwest/Southwest Region for the Lay
Marianists. William A. "Andy" Taylor,
J.D., is a partner in the law firm of
Locke Liddell & Sapp LLP in Houston.
Sharon C. Thorn, J.D., an attorney in
private practice, was honored by Child
Advocates San Antonio for her work
with court-appointed volunteer advocates
for abused children.

■ 1988 Thomas D. Contreras, B.B.A.,
is executive vice president and partner of
Texas Security General Insurance
Agency Inc., a managing general agency
in Houston. Paul A. de la Peiia, B.A.,
M.A. 90, a teacher and choir director in
Laredo's United Independent School
District, is involved in missionary
activity with the Apostolate for Family
Consecration of Bloomingdale, Ohio,
producing video and audio tapes on the
Catholic faith for global distribution.
Warren J. Hague, B.A., has been
promoted to home loan sales manager at
USAA Federal Savings Bank in San
Antonio. H. Paul LeBlanc III, B.A., is
an assistant professor in the University of
Texas at San Antonio's department of
communication. Suzette Patton, J.D., is
an attorney with Holland & Knight LLP
in San Antonio. Stephen E. Stilling,
B.B.A., is a demonstration pilot for
Cessna Citation Aircraft Co. in Wichita,

Kan. John D. Wittenberg Jr., B.A., is
an attorney with Holland & Knight LLP
in San Antonio.

■ 1989 Harold Huguley, M.S., M.B.A.

94, is chief of personnel plans at

Randolph Air Force Base in San
Antonio. Serafin V. Sanchez, Ph.D.,
B.A., M.A. 93, is president and chief
executive officer at LifeState Counseling
& Testing Corp. of San Antonio, which
provides outpatient psychotherapy,
psychological and psycho-educational
testing.

■ 1990 Enrique G. Riddle, B.B.A., is
general sales manager of San Antonio
Retail Merchants Association.

■ 1991 Stephen Hennigan, B.B.A.,

chief financial officer at San Antonio
Federal Credit Union, has been
appointed to the board of trustees of City
Public Service. Lynn Layne Rada, J.D.,
has joined the San Antonio office of El
Paso-based law firm Ray McChristian &
Jeans PC. Jennifer Setser Rymell, J.D.,
of Fort Worth, has been named 2001-02
chair-elect of the Texas Young Lawyers
Association. Jefferey Ruy Vazquez,
D.P.M., B.A., who earned a medical
degree from the Ohio College of
Podiatric Medicine in May, has begun a
three-year residency at the Southern
Arizona Veterans Affairs Health Care
System Hospital in Tucson, Ariz.

■ 1992 Lennon G. Briley, J.D., has
been named a shareholder in the San
Antonio law office of Matthews &
Branscomb. Wayne L. Burges, J.D., is a
certified public accountant and
shareholder in the new firm of Barber &
Burges PC in San Antonio. Jose M.
Gonzalez, B.B.A., is market manager for
South Texas for Anheuser-Busch and
lives in Mission. Kevin M. Lippman,
J.D., is an attorney and shareholder in
the firm of Munsch Hardt Kopf & Harr
PC in Dallas. Keith W. May, M.S., U.S.
Navy commander, has been selected to
command Fleet Air Reconnaissance
Squadron TWO in Rota, Spain. Jennifer
Hugger McDonald, B.B.A., of
Arlington, has completed the
practitioner's education program,
Creighton Model Fertility Care System,
at the Pope Paul VI Institute in Omaha,
Neb. Timothy Mcinnis, B.A., has been
promoted to summer school principal at
Rogers Middle School in St. Louis, Mo.
Sharon M. Rodriguez, B.A., M.A. 94,
is chairwoman of the department of
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Visitors to our redesigned Web site can find all the
information they need about St. Mary's. Easily accessible
are facts about the University, a visual tour, maps of
and to the campus and contributions of the Society of
Mary, among others. Visit the site often and send an
e-postcard to a friend.

social studies at Medina Valley High
School in Castroville. Steven Wise,
B.A., M.A. 96, is a librarian and assistant
professor at Our Lady of the Lake
University in San Antonio.

■ 1993 William T. Bayern, J.D., has
joined the San Antonio law firm of
Bayem & Aycock PC, in its limited
practice of estate planning and probate,
federal taxation and wealth transfer.
John Paul Benavides, D.O., B.A., living
in Massillon, Ohio, is on staff at Doctor's
Hospital of Stark County. Jennifer
Sibbernsen Carr, B.A., has been
transferred to the Seattle, Wash., area by
Kimberly-Clark Corp., where she is a
distribution analyst. Jennifer A. Kinder,
J.D., is the Deputy National Finance
Director for the Democratic National
Committee in Washington, D.C. Lisa
Salvatore, B.B.A., has been appointed
investment officer for Frost Investment
Services, McAllen Financial Center.
Lydia A. Salzillo, B.B.A., is vocational
instruction coordinator for San Antonio's
North East Independent School District.
Keith W. Wildes, M.P.A., is program
manager of facility planning for
Broadwing Communications Inc. in
Austin.
■ 1994 Anthony A. Avey, J.D., is an

associate in the law firm of Brown
McCarroll LLP in Dallas. Andy P. Carr,
B.A., has been transferred to the Seattle,
Wash., area by Kimberly-Clark Corp.,
where he is an asset leader. Deborah Di
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Keep up with Rattler sports teams on the University Web
site's newly designed Athletics pages which will bring you
highlights and up to date scores of each sport during the
season.

Filippo, J.D., has joined the San Antonio
office of Strasburger & Price LLP as
senior counsel. Gregory J. Gorrie, J.D.,
has joined the Mesa, Ariz., office of
Minnesota-based Schwegman, Lundberg,
Woessner & Kluth P.A., as a patent
attorney. Wendy Pulley Kowalik,
B.B.A., is vice president of Financial
Advocate Enterprises LLC in San
Antonio. Jeffrey J. Morgan, M.B.A.,
has moved to Reston, Va., to join
Kilpatrick Stockton LLP, as an associate.
Michael W. Simpson, M.B.A., has been
named senior vice president and chief
financial officer at Billing Concepts Inc.
in San Antonio.

■ 1995 Cynthia Antu, B.A., San
Antonio, is a financial analyst with Alcoa
Fujikura Ltd. Carla Buckner, J.D., is a
legislative assistant for technology
policy, working for U.S. Sen. Barbara
Mikulski in Washington, D.C. Luz
Elena de la Garza, B.A., J.D. 99, is an
associate attorney at the law offices of
Barger, Hermansen, McKibben &
Villarreal LLP in Corpus Christi.
Jeremy Edward Durocher, B.A., is a
transportation service representative for
Shell Gas Transmission LLC in Houston.
Morena Hockley, B.A., is assistant
principal at The Rice School in Houston.
Eunice F. Martinez, B.A., completed a
master's degree in counseling at Texas
A&M University - Corpus Christi and is
a neuroscience pharmaceutical sales
representative with Eli Lilly & Co.
A. Priscilla A. Rodriguez, B.A., who
20

graduated with a law degree from Texas
Southern University in December, was
sworn in to the State Bar May 21, 2001,
and is an associate attorney with Al
Flores & Associates in Houston. Silvana
Suarez Santinelli, B.A., a doctoral
candidate in musical arts at the
University of Maryland, was one of nine
pianists to compete in the tri-annual San
Antonio International Piano
Competition. Jennifer M. Speed, B.A., a
teaching fellow at Fordham University in
Bronx, N.Y., has been awarded a
Fulbright Fellowship to conduct
dissertation research in Barcelona, Spain.
Stacy Graef Vancil, J.D., is an attorney
with Holland & Knight LLP in San
Antonio.

■ 1996 Rebecca Armendariz-Klein,
J.D., of Austin, has been sworn in by

Texas Gov. Rick Perry to the Texas
Utility Commission. Scott T. Bick,
B.B.A., is a federal tax director at Clear
Channel Communications in San
Antonio. Rebecca A. Connolly, B.A.,
coordinator of religious education at
Sacred Heart Church in Natick, Mass., is
also training coordinator at Beth Israel
Deaconess Medical Center Psychology
Internship. Chantele C. Garcia, B.A., is
a health educator at the University of
Texas at Austin. Jeff Kubenka, B.A., of
Schulenburg, is a pitcher for the Chiba
Lotte Marines of Japan's Pacific
Baseball League. Celina P. Muraira,
D.D.S., B.S., has completed the doctor of
dental science degree at the University of
Texas Dental Branch in Houston. Kurt
A. Polk, M.B.A., is a portfolio manager
at Sirach Capital in Seattle, Wash. Laura
Bohlman Roach, J.D., has joined
several family members to form Roach, a
general practice of law and civil
litigation in Plano. Gilberto Salinas,
B.S., is Laredo site coordinator for Casey
Family Programs. Ruben Valadez, J.D.,
has been named a shareholder in the law
firm of Shaddox, Compere, Walraven &
Good PC in San Antonio. John M.
Valdivia, M.A., is a volunteer
coordinator/trainer for the Arlington
Community Network and lives in Fort
Worth.

■ 1997 Roger Castillo Jr., B.A., is
manager of hardware and embedded
publications for Metrowerks, a Motorola
subsidiary in Austin. Donna F.
Coltharp, J.D., San Antonio, is an
assistant federal public defender for the
Western District of Texas. Neomi
DeAnda, B.A., M.A. 99, has been
appointed interim director of service
learning at St. Mary's University.

Elizabeth Eguia-Garcia, M.A., has
been named coordinator of resource
development and research at Palo Alto
College in San Antonio. Audrey M.
Gidney, B.A., is an adjudication officer
for the Immigration and Naturalization
Service in Houston. Francisco J.
Gonzalez, B.S., has earned a medical
degree from the University of Texas
Medical Branch at Galveston. Gregg R.
Kosterlitzky, J.D., is an associate in the
real estate, energy and finance group of
Bracewell & Patterson LLP in San
Antonio. Clarissa L. Lopez, B.B.A.,
J.D. 00, has opened a private law
practice in San Antonio. Jose Eduardo
Molina, B.B.A., residing in McAllen, is
a district manager for Seattle-based
Expeditors International of Washington
Inc., a global logistics company. Julia
Dowdy Polk, M.B.A., is a marketing
manager at Internap Network Services in
Seattle, Wash. Kelly L. Reblin, J.D., is
an associate attorney in the tax section of
the Norfolk, Va., offices of Kaufman &
Canoles PC. John R. Roach Jr., J.D.,
joined several family members to form
Roach, a general practice of law and
civil litigation and has been re-elected to
the Plano City Council. Mynor E.
Rodriguez, B.A., who is pursuing joint
law and graduate degrees at St. Mary's,
is president and founder of the law
school's Computer Law Association.
Regina L. Stone-Harris, J.D., San
Antonio, has been selected senior law
clerk for Judge Ed Prado of the U.S.
District Court for the Western District of
Texas. Jose R. Uscanga, B.B.A., has
graduated with a master's degree with a
concentration in government from
Harvard University in Cambridge,
Mass., where he also earned a post
graduate certificate in administration.
Jacob Valenzuela, B.A., has been
promoted to manager of USAA's
Property and Casualty Division and
works in the company's Washington,
D.C.-area office. Rene E. Vasquez,
B.A., graduated in May with a master of
science degree in biology from the
University of the Incarnate Word and
has been accepted to a doctoral program
in microbiology and immunology at the
University of Texas Medical Branch at
Galveston.

■ 1998 Laura Castro, B.A., who
worked as a district aide for District 119
Rep. Robert Puente in the Texas House
of Representatives during the last
legislative session, has returned to San
Antonio to work in the district office.
Xavier Garcia, B.S., is a chemistry
teacher and assistant baseball coach at

San Antonio's Brackenridge High
School. Arnold Paul Jacob, M.A., is
vice president of the San Antonio
Economic Development Foundation.
Adam L. Kobs, J.D., has opened a
private law practice in San Antonio.
John R. Kowalske, J.D., is an attorney
adviser with the Social Security
Administration Office of Hearings
Appeals in Springfield, Mo. Vanessa C.
Mitra, B.A., a systems analyst for the
state, has earned a master of public
affairs degree from the Lyndon B.
Johnson School of Public Affairs at the
University of Texas at Austin. Anne E.
Ohlrich, J.D., a foreign service officer
with the U.S. State Department, has been
assigned to the American Consulate in
Recife, Brazil. Christina L. Ramirez
Milhoan, B.A., is a communications
specialist at Saint Martin's College in
Lacey, Wash. Rebecca Roland Sanchez,
J.D., is an attorney in the San Antonio
law office of Holland & Knight LLP.
Charles C. Stofa, B.B.A., is a systems
analyst at Blue Cross and Blue Shield in
Dallas. Melvin A. "Matt" Todd, J.D.,
has moved to Reston, Va., to join
Kilpatrick Stockton LLP as an associate.

Charles E. Zech, J.D., has been elected
city attorney for New Braunfels.

■ 1999 Meredith Beveridge, B.S.,

completed a master of science degree in
electrical and computer engineering at
Carnegie Mellon University in
Pittsburgh, Pa., and has taken a position
as an embedded software engineer at
Schlumberger's Sugar Land Product
Center in Texas. Denise K. Carter,
B.A., is a statistical research specialist at
San Antonio College. Gabriel
Moncivais Chapa, B.B.A., is an e-mail
marketing associate with
Barnes&Noble.com in New York City.
Miguel Chapa, J.D., is an associate
attorney at the law firm of Constant &
Vela in Corpus Christi. Lauretta Drake,
J.D., is a staff attorney at the 5 th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals in New Orleans,
La. Stacey C. Gaulding, J.D., earned
her LL.M. degree in taxation from the
University of Miami and has accepted a
job as associate attorney in the Austin
office of Cantey & Hanger Roan &
Autrey LLP. Juliana Oosterveen Hall,
B.A., is a fourth-grade teacher at Cenizo
Park Elementary in the Edgewood

Independent School District in San
Antonio. Jason P. Hoelscher, J.D., of
San Antonio, is an associate attorney
with Branton & Hall PC. Lisa R.
Hudson, J.D., is an associate attorney in
the employee benefits group of Jones,
Day, Reavis & Pogue in Dallas. Kenyon
Tremayne Johnson, B.B.A., M.S. 00, is
an information technology consultant in
Orlando, Fla., specializing in Web
development, networking and other
business-critical functions. Olga
Martinez, B.A., a reading specialist in
the McAllen Independent School
District, completed her master of
education development degree in May.
Valerie Jeanette Martinez, B.A., an
English as a second language instructor
at the University of Texas at San
Antonio, received a master's degree at
UTSA in the same specialty in May.
Neetee Nadkarni, B.A., a second-year
medical student at Touro University's
College of Osteopathic Medicine in
Vallejo, Calif., is completing a master's
degree in public health from the
University of North Texas. Amy M.
Parker, B.B.A., is an accounting
financial assistant in the Credit Card
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We'd love to hear from you!

We would love to hear about your
� recent promotion, project, adventure,
marriage or addition to the family!
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We're also interested in your thoughts
concerning Gold & Blue. Please use
0 the space below to let us know what
"'; you think.
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D Address correction

Are you receiving duplicate copies of the

Gold &Blue?

Please help us keep mailing costs
down by taping the mail label from the
back cover in the space below.

Address changed?

Please tape the mail label from the
back cover in the space below and
write in your new address.

___
Name___
Maiden (if applicable) ___
Year Graduated or Class Year ______
Major __
City/State
Fax ___
Daytime Phone
E-mail_
0 Promotion/Job Change & Title_ _
_______
0 Marriage: Spouse's Name__
Alumnus/a? Y N
Wedding Date ___ _
0 Birth: Name(sVBirth Date{s)_

S

U

R

V

E

Y

How do you like the changes made to the Gold & Blue?

To make it easier to stay in touch, you can FAX THE FACTS! (210) 436-3711
or E-Mail THE FACTS! Alumni @ stmarytx.edu

FALL2001
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Division at USAA in San Antonio.

a web developer for Net Force of San
Antonio. Ana Lilia Macias, B.A., is
teaching English at Tafolla Middle
School in the San Antonio Independent
School District. Michael D. Mandzuk,
M.A., is a compensation analyst at the
Baylor College of Medicine in Houston.
Brian E. Pachuca, B.A., is a child
protective services specialist for the
Texas Department of Protective and
Regulatory Services and lives in San
Antonio. Manuel A. Pelaez-Prada,
J.D., has opened a private law practice in
San Antonio.

Dilipkumar M. Patel, J.D., is an

associate attorney in the Dallas office of
Brown Mccarroll LLP. Ashley Paige
Saenz, B.A., of Houston, is an e
commerce administrator at Shell
Chemicals.

5

■ 2000 David P. Austin, M.P.A., a

U.S. Navy captain, has been assigned to
Washington, D.C., as director for Fleet
and Battle Group Training Requirements,
Navy staff. Desiree Maria de la Rosa,
B.A., is a case manager at Family
Violence Prevention Services Inc. in San
Antonio. Jason Ganter, B.B.A., was a
first-round draft pick of the Alexandria
(La.) Aces of the Texas-Louisiana
Baseball League. Augustus R. "Gus"
Glaser, J.D., has opened a private law
practice in San Antonio. Claudia A.
Guzman, B.A., is coordinator of the
Health Careers Opportunity Program at
the University of Texas Health Science
Center at San Antonio. Caleb C. Hall,
B.B.A., is an account executive with
TransWestern Publishing in San
Antonio. Leticia Ann Juarez, B.B.A., is

■ 2001 Brandi M. Iredale, B.B.A., is

an accountant with Fisher, Herbst and
Kemble PC in San Antonio. Rudy Reyes
Jr., B.A., is a candidate for the master of
theological studies degree program at the
University of Notre Dame (Ind.).

•
Carol Haberman, J.D. 56, to J. Philip

Knight-Sheen, June 2, 2001.

Marcus J. Altenburger, B.A. 70, to
Katherine Halliburton, June 29, 2001.
James C. Cahill, B.B.A. 83, to Ann
Hartwig, June 30, 2001; Douglas Mae

Campbell, M.S. 83, to Jerome Newton,

Dec. 16, 2000.

Laura Manuppelli, M.A. 85, Ph.D.
00, to James G. Lifshutz, Sept. 24, 2000.
H. Paul LeBlanc III, B.A. 88, to
Melanie Magon, May 26, 2001; Candice
M. Ritch, B.A. 88, M.A. 90, to Dwight
Hood, July 22, 2000.

Liza M. Crow, B.A. 89, J.D. 96, to
Timothy McGinn, Feb. 24, 2001.
Kevin McManus, B.B.A. 90, to Tracy
Tondl, June 23, 2001.
Christopher M. Crain, B.B.A. 91,
J.D. 94, to Jill Schlein, Jan. 13, 2001.
Timothy Mcinnis, B.A. 92, to Stacey

Crowley, Aug. 4, 2001.
Ellen E. Bode, B.A. 93, to Brian
Hayes, March 17, 2001; Debra Y. Del
Toro, B.A. 93, to Matthew Saathoff,
March 31, 2001; Theresa M. Minton,
B.A. 93, to Steven Brown Nasi, May 12,
2001; Robert A. Mueller, J.D. 93, to
Brandy Borich, May 12, 2001; Pamela
Marie Ornsteen, B.A. 93, J.D. 96, to J.
Carter Meyer, J.D. 93, April 21, 2001.
Sharon Nicole Humble, J.D. 94, to
Douglas Robert Jones, June 2, 2001;
Adriana Marie Lopez, B.S. 94, to
Bronson James Smith, April 14, 2001;
Imelda J. Lopez, B.B.A. 94, to Robert
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E. Sanchez, B.B.A. 95, March 24, 2001.
Gloria T. Ayala, B.A. 95, to David C.
Mayorga, B.A. 90, J.D. 93, April 28,
2001; Edna G. Elizondo, J.D. 95, to F.
Jared Stenberg, J.D. 95, Oct. 14, 2000;
Christina Gonzales, B.A. 95, to Doug
Stratton, March 24, 2001; Steven
Mitchell Read, B.S. 95, to Melissa
Wilson, Jan. 6, 2001; David A. Sanchez,
B.A. 95, to Melba M. Garcia, July 21,
2001.
Isela F. Castillo, B.A. 96, to David
Boyle, Jan. 14, 2000; Chantele C.
Garcia, B.A. 96, to Gerard Cisneros,
April 7, 2001; Troy A. Glander, J.D.
96, to Julie Casey, May 5, 2001; Jessica
Magana, B.A. 96, to C. Wade Andrews,
July 14, 2001; Celina Patricia Muraira,
B.S. 96, to Michael John Longoria, Aug.
11, 2001; Gilberto Salinas, B.S. 96, to
Elda Hernandez, July 7, 2000; Angie
Soriano, B.B.A. 96, to Orlando "Ray"
Rodriguez, B.A. 96, J.D. 98, April 1,
2000; Andrew R. Wheeler, B.S. 96, to
Adrianne R. Pena, Nov. 11, 2000.
J. Mandi Gallegos, B.A. 97, to Todd
H. Schneider, March 24, 2001;
Christina Loreto Kerford, M.A. 97, to
Glenn Everett Welch, June 23, 2001.
Laura Amelie Miller, B.B.A. 98, to
Alejandro Rojas-Sosa, B.S. 98, June 23,
2001; Anne E. Ohlrich, J.D. 98, to
Tony Mann, Oct. 21, 2000; Christina
Lorie Ramirez, B.A. 98, to Brandon
Milhoan, July 4, 2000; Sara Schurtz,
B.A. 98, to Francisco J. Gonzalez, June
9, 2001.
Juliana Oosterveen, B.A. 99, to
Caleb C. Hall, B.B.A. 00, May 20,
2000.
David J. Inserra, M.B.A. 00, to
Christina Rodriguez, April 21, 2001;
Cassidi Diane Kimbrell, B.B.A. 00, to
Juan Carlos Beracochea, B.B.A. 00,
April 13, 2001; Michael David
Mandzuk, M.A. 00, to Lacretia
McCreadie, April 13, 2001.
Laura M. Cabanilla, B.A. 01, to
Rodolfo Cruz, June 23, 2001; Alexander
Rodriguez III, J.D. 01, to Jennifer Anne
Rodriguez, March 10, 2001.

Philip David to Rosa Maria and Ralph
M. Urias Jr., B.A. 79, May 23, 2001.
Jacob Joseph to Miriam and Timothy
F. Juergens, B.A. 81, June 16, 2001.
Thomas Anthony to Anne Hart
Cavazos, B.B.A. 83, and Daniel
Cavazos, Sept. 19, 2000.
McKenna Jean to Rissa Schultz
Potter, B.B.A. 85, M.A. 93, and James
V. Potter, April 18, 2001.
Katherine Rose to Joan Quinn Hogue,

James and Kathleen
Rodriguez
Labor Takes Over
Love of the Game
When the Eastern New Mexico
University softball team took the
field in its second game of the
NCAA Division II Softball
Championship Tournament in
Roanoke, Va., last spring, statistics
were on the minds of players,
coaches and fans.
But, they weren't talking ERAs,
RBIs, SOs or anything related to
softball. They were talking about
centimeters, weight and length. And,
they were talking about one of their
coaches who was nowhere to be
seen.
James Rodriguez (B.A. 93), co
head coach of the Zias with his wife,
Kathleen (B.A. 94), knew but didn't
tell the players until late in the
morning.
After losing the first game in the
double elimination tournament, a
very pregnant Kathleen went back to
the team hotel for a sleepless night.
By early morning she knew she
wouldn't be coaching that second
game. Instead, a trip to the hospital
was in order, as her second son,
B.A. 86, and John Hogue, March 2,
2001; Victoria Marie to Linda Wong
Muller, B.A., B.B.A. 86, and Michael
A. Muller, B.A., B.S. 86, M.S. 89, Feb.
2, 2001.
John "Jack" Henry to Bernadine
Dorantes Beard, B.A. 87, and Jeffrey
Beard, July 28, 2000.
Lauren Isabel to Ana Serna Duran,
B.A. 88, and Tommy Duran, May 12,
2001; Abigail Nicole to Norma Guerra
Gaier, B.A. 88, M.A. 96, and William
A. Gaier, B.B.A. 89, April 13, 2001;
Shane Harmon to Kathleen L. "Kat"
Ringenbach, M.A. 88, and John Wilson,
March 29, 2001; Douglas Walter Jr. to
Mary Frances Atkinson Tolman, B.A.
88, and Douglas Tolman, June 10, 2000.

Aryn James, was ma.1<ing an early
appearance.
"The girls were still asleep, so
we didn't tell them. Our game
wasn't until 2 p.m., and I usually
don't hang around during warm up,
so no one thought much about me
not being there," Kathleen says.
"Between contractions I wrote the
girls a letter telling them how proud
I was for all they accomplished over
the year."
A team picked to come in last in
their conference in a pre-season
poll, the Zias posted a 34-10-1
regular season record, including
their first-ever Lone Star
Conference title. The team, 3-0 in
the South Central Regional
Tournament, beat the Lady Rattlers
4-0 in the championship game to
reach the national finals. The
Rodriguez couple later was chosen
as the 2001 NCAA Division II
South Central Region Coaching
Staff-of-the-Year by the National
Fastpitch Coaches Association.
That regional conference
tournament was bittersweet for the
Rodriguez's.
"You always want to see your
alma mater do well," says Kathleen,
who was St. Mary's starting catcher
for four years. The Zias twice beat
the Rattlers in the tournament.
When James, who played
baseball at St. Mary's, told the
players where Kathleen was, their
response was a 2-0 win over
Dowling College of Oakdale, N.Y.
Kathleen hoped to attend the
third-round game, but doctors didn't
let her. The team lost to the eventual
national champs.
Kathleen Rodriguez wasn't on
the field for her team's only
tournament victory, but she was in
the minds and hearts of all her
players. ■
Adric Arthur to Janice Bauer
Christensen, B.B.A. 89, and Marc
Christensen, Dec. 16, 2000; Carson
Patrick to Felice Tudyk Ford, B.S. 89,
and Timothy Ford, April 5, 2001; Julia
Marie to Kathy Khattar Villarreal,
B.A. 89, M.A. 96, and Steve Villarreal
B.B.A. 89, Aug. 14, 2001; Catherine
Emma to Cynthia Torres Wainer, B.A.
89, and Jim Wainer, Aug. 28, 2000.
Marisa Raquel to Gloria Gomez Nieto,
B.B.A. 90, and Robert Nieto, Feb. 1,
2000.
Nathaniel Steven to Sylvia Regalado
Liendo, B.A. 91, and Jaime Liendo,
April 9, 2001; Margaret Patrice and
Elizabeth Marion to Julie Grothues
Maguire, B.A. 91, and John C.
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Maguire IV, B.B.A. 91, Jan. 29, 2001;
Matthew James to Elizabeth Lakey
McCrory, J.D. 91, and Daniel C.
McCrory, J.D. 91, March 12, 2001.
David Ward to Judith Kniker
Gellhausen, M.A. 92, and John D.
Gellhausen, B.B.A. 88, Feb. 17, 2001;
John Hunter to Patricia Myers Goins,
B.A. 92, and Travis Goins, March 12,
2001; Gabriel to Renee Saenz
Guajardo, B.A. 92, and Gilbert

Guajardo, Feb. 27, 2001.
Philip Joseph to Katherine Cochran
Bishara, B.A. 93, and Joseph Bishara,
May 23, 2001; Colby Evan to Janelle and
Kevin W. Grimes, B.S., April 15, 2001;
Reagan Allen to Tonya and Randel A.
Mowery, J.D. 93, Jan. 2, 2001; Brette
Augusta to Tresa Hermes Thornton,
B.A. 93, and S. Kyle Thornton, B.B.A.
95, May 9, 2001; Aislinn Ysela to

Elisabeth T. (Filut) Villarreal, B.A. 93,
M.A. 00, and John A. Villarreal, June 30,

2001.
Emma Dorina to Laura and Michael D.
de los Santos, B.B.A. 94, May 30, 2001;
Benjamin Rene to Vicki Lynton Farias,
B.A. 94, and Rudy R. Farias, B.A. 93,
March 20, 2001; Nikki Ann to Wendy
Pulley Kowalik, B.B.A. 94, and Alfie
Kowalik, Oct. 13, 2000; Aryn James to

Kathleen Aguilar Rodriguez, B.A. 94,
and James A. Rodriguez, B.A. 93, May
18, 2001.
Eleanor Kyllikki to Sherri Russell,
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J.D. 95, and David Sysma, March 28,
2001; Bradley Jacob to Yessica
Guerrero Wicker, B.A. 95, and Eric

Wicker, Dec. 27, 2000.
Justin Leonard to Cindy and Leonard
"Lenny" Amaya, B.B.A. 96, May 21,
2001; Sofia Marie to Michelle Luna
Fonseca, B.B.A. 96, and Chris Fonseca,
June 12, 2001; Brianna Alexa to Elda
and Gilberto Salinas, B.S. 96, July 21,
2001; J. Sebastian to Cynthia and Joseph
S. Sanchez, B.B.A. 96, Jan. 27, 2001;
Analicia Carolina to Veronica Guel
Valdivia and John M. Valdivia, M.A.
96, March 5, 2001.
Placido Daniel to Elizabeth Eguia
Garcia, M.A. 97, and Placido Salinas
Garcia, Sept. 14, 2000; Adam Jr. and
Chloe Catherine to Vanessa Navarro
Faulk, M.A. 97, and Adam Faulk, Oct.
12, 1999 and Nov. 6, 2000, respectively;
Christopher Joseph Jr. to Melissa and
Christopher J. Hudson, M.S. 97, June
7, 2001; Nathaniel Joseph to Laura
Marie Kleffner, B.A. 97, and Pete A.
Kleffner, B.B.A. 91, March 8, 2001;
Mason Gray to Wendy LaRoe
McClellan, J.D. 97, and Joseph
McClellan, J.D. 97, April 19, 2001;
Brendan David to Jennifer Wiegel
Pinkerton, B.A. 97, and Bryan D.
Pinkerton, B.A. 96, Dec. 5, 2000.
Zachary Austin to Nicole and Adam L.
Kobs, J.D. 98, July 5, 2001; Annaliese
to Liza and Rolando Ramos, J.D. 98,
Sept. 22, 2000; Alessandra Vega to
Veronica Vega Rodriguez, B.A. 98, and
Adam R. Rodriguez, M.A. 94, Dec. 6,
2000.
Barrett Victoria to Eileen J. Perry,
M.S. 99, and Alexander D. Perry, Feb. 9,
2001.
Alejandro Jose to Lisa M. Sanchez,
J.D. 00, and Alejandro Sanchez, Feb. 5,
2001.

William J. Everitt, B.A. 32, died June

21, 2001.

William R. Ross, CL 37, died March
23, 2001; Paul E. Loustaunau, CL 37,
died Dec. 29, 2000.

Charles L. "Doc" Sowell Jr., B.A. 38,
M.A. 47, died April 10, 2001; John C.
Waide, J.D. 38, died May 19, 2001.
Henry A. Guerra, Jr., B.A. 40, died
July 1, 2001.

August H. Beck Jr., CL 41, died July

2, 2001.

Morris D. Jaffe Sr., CL 44, died April

24, 2001.

Kenneth Dobbs, M.D., B.S. 50, died

July 20, 2001; Bennett T. Hall, B.B.A.
50, died Dec. 23, 2000.

Edgardo Andres Gonzalez Jr.,
B.B.A. 51, died May 26, 2001; Elwood
L. Hill, B.B.A. 51, died Nov. 3, 2000.
Kathleen M. Stroud, B.B.A. 52, died
April 9, 2001; George D. Vann Jr., J.D.
52, died June 29, 2001.
Arthur G. Engel, B.B.A. 53, died
April 27, 2001.

Pete Magaro, J.D. 54, died April 7,

2001.

Leon J. Mocek, B.B.A. 55, died March

20, 2001.

John C. Alaniz Sr., J.D. 57, died

March 26, 2001.

Michael G. Pagonis, B.M.E. 59, died

April 24, 2001; Gilbert A. Persyn,
Ph.D., B.S. 59, died May 14, 2001.

Ernest H. Besch, D.D.S., J.D. 62, died

April 9, 2001.

Shelby W. Hollin, B.B.A. 65, J.D. 70,

died March 23, 2001.

Rev. Michael J. Aten, B.A. 67, died
June 24, 2001; A. Denny Ezba, B.S. 67,
M.A. 73, died April 3, 2001.
Victor J. Slocum, B.A. 68, died July 6,
2001.
Thomas S. Carl, J.D. 71, died Jan. 7,
2001.
Alan K. Lortscher, M.A. 76, died
June 12, 2001.
Therese A. (Silva) Hale, B.A. 84, died
April 1, 2001.
Genevieve E. Carneiro, M.A. 87, died
March 24, 2001.
Carlos F. Acosta, B.A. 93, died Sept
3, 2000; Thomas 0. Hutchison, J.D. 93,
died May 13, 2001.
Tracy M. Brandt, B.A. 94, died June
14, 2001. ■
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